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Mars One Thousand One
Space reporter Miles O’Brien guides you through the 
first human mission to Mars — a daring 1000-day 
mission to fly an international crew to the red planet 
and return them safely to Earth. Many challenges will 
have to be met in order for the crew to succeed and 
unlock the secrets of the new world!

Black Hole First Picture
Following a journey of human perseverance, 
ingenuity, and imagination, this 8K .film 
encapsulates a historic milestone in 
science visualization and discovery 
– witnessing a phenomenon widely 
believed to be invisible: a black hole.

Live Action Productions

Best Scientific Communication Award at the Beijing 
International Film Festival Science & Technology Section (2019)

Best Fulldome Cinematography Award at Reflections of the 
Universe International Fulldome Festival in Yaroslavl, Russia (2019)
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Atlas of a Changing Earth
This is the story of how a revolution in one of the 
most basic of all human enterprises – the making of 
maps – is cof rising global temperatures. It builds on 
the success of two award-winning Earth science films 
distributed by Cosm Studios: Dynamic Earth: Exploring 
Earth’s Climate Engine (2012) and Birth of Planet Earth (2019).

Oasis in Space
For over two decades, Oasis in Space has 
remained one of our most popular and evergreen 
productions. In 2022, the entire show was 
remastered with a gorgeous, live-performer score, 
brilliant new visual effects and an updated script 
that reflects current advances in space science. 
Once more, we are ready to take the audience 
on a rich and fascinating journey through our 
celestial neighborhood, as we look for one of 
organic life’s key ingredients – liquid water.
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Cosm Studios is leading the industry by producing cutting-edge live-action and animated 
8K fulldome films. We have built a dynamic team of talented artists and filmmakers, which 
include the award-winning director and producer, Robin Sip. Cosm Studios represents 
decades of experience and excellence in fulldome production with 25+ highly acclaimed 
shows.

Technical Expertise

Cosm has developed the world’s most technically advanced immersive LED displays
and is poised to lead the fulldome filmmaking revolution.
• Pioneers in 3D animation

• Set design and construction

• Live action filming in remote locations

• High-resolution production techniques

• Specialized equipment development for fulldome production

We Are Storytellers, Curators, and Innovators

It is our mission to foster the art of fulldome filmmaking and the immersive creator 
ecosystem. We have gathered an interdisciplinary community of some of the most talented 
artists, filmmakers, technologists, and experience designers to push the boundaries of 
immersive storytelling and design.
We have created some of the world’s most recognizable and highly acclaimed animated 
and live-action fulldome films. Under the Cosm Studios banner, we will continue to develop a 
variety of educational works for the science community while expanding to include broader 
immersive experiences.

Content Creation

We direct, produce, co-produce, and commission films for the science and education 
market. We are also pushing the boundaries of fulldome by building entirely new immersive 
experiences for our partners and audiences to enjoy. This will enable institutions to broaden 
their audience base and increase audience retention. 

A Robust and Diverse Show Library

Cosm Studios proudly offers the industry’s most comprehensive fulldome 
show library. All shows are in fulldome format with stereo and/or 5.1 
surround sound and compatible with any manufacture’s fulldome system. VIEW CATALOG
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